
WELLNESS WITH ESSENTIAL OILS

• Join Nicoleta Nica for a Wellness class to discover how 
essential oils can enhance your daily life. 

• Oils are often used for immune support, relaxation and 
sleep, stress relief, emotional balance, skin care, 
respiratory health, green cleaning, and even muscle 
tension and pain. 



WELLNESS WITH ESSENTIAL OILS

Objectives
• Introduce the ten most used essential oils
• Discuss the use of essential oils and how to 

create a more natural and healthy lifestyle. 

• For more information email Nicoleta Nica at 
nicnair@yahoo.com

mailto:Nicoleta.Nica@kirkwood.edu
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Pure essential oils—
a natural healthcare

complement.



WHAT IS AN ESSENTIAL OIL?
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 Natural aromatic compounds 
found in plants

 Steam-distilled or 
cold-pressed extraction

 Powerful, safe benefits 

+



ESSENTIAL OIL USES
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 AROMATIC—Diffuse in a 
room to purify the air or to 
balance emotions

 TOPICAL—Apply directly to 
skin during massage or for 
topical delivery

 INTERNAL—Consume as a 
dietary supplement for 
targeted wellness*

+



ESSENTIAL OIL SAFETY
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 Very safe and gentle
 Keep out of eyes, ears, nose, and other sensitive areas
 Dilute with fractionated coconut oil, not water
 Skin sensitivity primary safety issue
 Follow all label directions



Oils Chart



LAVENDER All Things Calming 

+Take internally to reduce anxious feelings*
+Apply topically to soothe occasional skin 

irritations
+Massage on back or bottom of feet                         

and apply a drop to pillow at bedtime
+Take internally with water to promote

relaxation and a restful nights sleep*
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Lavender



LEMON Clean and Freshen

+Add a drop to water to naturally cleanse the body 
and aid digestion*

+Diffuse in a room to neutralize odors and    
elevate mood

+Use to cleanse and purify the air and         
surfaces

+Take internally to assist with seasonal    
respiratory discomfort*
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Lemon



PEPPERMINT Cool and Invigorate

+Take internally to promote digestive 
health*

+Diffuse when feeling fatigued or low on 
energy

+Take internally to promote healthy 
respiratory function and clear breathing*

+Apply to neck and forehead with 
Lavender to relieve feelings of tension
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Peppermint



MELALEUCA Topical Cleansing for the Skin

+Apply to skin for a cleansing and 
rejuvenating effect

+Add one to two drops to water to support 
healthy immune system function*

+Apply to feet and toenails after       
showering to purify and keep nails      
looking healthy
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Melaleuca



Melaleuca



OREGANO Natural Immune Support

+Take 1–2 drops in an empty vegetable 
capsule to maintain a healthy immune 
system*

+Add to your favorite Italian dishes for 
flavoring and to support healthy digestion*

+Use internally to support healthy   
respiratory function*
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Oregano



FRANKINCENSE
+Apply topically to reduce the appearance of skin 

imperfections
+Use internally to support healthy cellular 

function*
+Apply to the bottom of your feet to             

promote feelings of relaxation
+When in doubt, use Frankincense!
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Frankincense



DEEP BLUE® Apply Topically to Muscles and Joints

+Apply on feet and knees before and after 
exercise

+Rub on lower back muscles after a day of 
heavy lifting

+Use as a soothing massage oil or apply    
onto growing kids’ legs before bedtime

+ ©2015 dōTERRA Holdings, LLC



Deep Blue



BREATHE™ Respiratory Support
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+Apply topically to maintain feelings of clear 
airways and easy breathing

+Diffuse or add to humidifier at bedtime for 
a restful night’s sleep

+Apply to chest or bottom of feet

+



Breathe



DIGESTZEN® Digestive Support
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+When traveling or trying new foods, take 
DigestZen to soothe occasional stomach 
discomfort*

+Take internally to reduce bloating, gas, and 
occasional indigestion*

+Add to water or tea to maintain a healthy 
gastrointestinal tract*

+



DigestZen



dōTERRA ON GUARD® Natural Defense
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+Diffuse in a room to cleanse the air
+Dilute in spray bottle to clean doorknobs, 

telephones, and other community surfaces
+Take internally to support the body’s natural 

antioxidant defenses*
+Take several drops in an empty 

vegetable capsule for added immune 
support*

+



OnGuard



WILD ORANGE



Wild Orange

• Use in an all-purpose spray to cleanse and purify surfaces.
• Add a drop to your water every day for a burst of flavor 

and to promote overall health.
• Diffuse to uplift mood and energy levels and to freshen 

the air.
• For an energizing boost, dispense one to two drops in the 

palm of your hand along with equal parts Peppermint and 
Frankincense. Rub palms together and inhale deeply from 
palms, then rub on the back of neck. 



Wild prange and Peppermint



Thank you!

• Questions??

• For more information email Nicoleta Nica at 
nicnair@yahoo.com

mailto:Nicoleta.Nica@kirkwood.edu
mailto:nicnair@yahoo.com
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